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Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
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cover letter 3-10-11.docx


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn
Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow
Chimaobi Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow
Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority
Jack Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority
Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL Department of Public Health
Socorro DelReal, ??? title
Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks
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and the Governor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.




















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.














3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families























II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment












































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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March 25, 2011 



 



Governor Pat Quinn                General Assembly 



Insert addresses 



 



Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti‐Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 



July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 



violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 



recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, 



it was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 



Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 



composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 



recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 



dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 



one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti‐Violence Website created by our 



Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 



individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 



program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 



2. Re‐design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 



3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  



4. Analysis and update of gun‐control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 



by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 



available online through the Anti Violence website, at www.   .  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue 



as a working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 



Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re‐appoint existing members 



that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The 



Commission can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that 



agency to ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 



commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great 



state of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 











 



 

















From: Garate, Teresa
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56:19 AM
Attachments: Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


cover letter 3-10-11.docx


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn
Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow
Chimaobi Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow
Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority
Jack Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority
Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL Department of Public Health
Socorro DelReal, ??? title
Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks
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Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: Final Commission Report
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I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
and the Governor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.




















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.














3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families























II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment












































III. Executive Order[image: ]
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IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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March 25, 2011 



 



Governor Pat Quinn                General Assembly 



Insert addresses 



 



Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti‐Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 



July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 



violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 



recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, 



it was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 



Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 



composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 



recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 



dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 



one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti‐Violence Website created by our 



Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 



individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 



program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 



2. Re‐design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 



3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  



4. Analysis and update of gun‐control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 



by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 



available online through the Anti Violence website, at www.   .  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue 



as a working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 



Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re‐appoint existing members 



that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The 



Commission can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that 



agency to ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 



commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great 



state of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 











 



 

















From: Garate, Teresa
To: Renfro, Emily; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:17:18 PM
Attachments: Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


YEAH!!! Made one minor change - now what? Do we bind it? Make copies (we can do that through
IDPH if needed) submit it when? Hand delivery Jack? So many questions...


Billy? What say you?
T
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From: Renfro, Emily
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Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??
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Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
and the Governor.










March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 

















From: Love, Marcelyn
To: Ross, Andrew; Palmer, Maureen; Claffey, Mike; Konya, Stephen
Subject: RE: Women"s Business Development Center - neighborhood recovery program
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:45:19 PM
Attachments: 12.08.10 Community Development Fund release.doc


 
 


From: Ross, Andrew 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Palmer, Maureen; Love, Marcelyn; Claffey, Mike; Konya, Stephen
Subject: Women's Business Development Center - neighborhood recovery program
 


Didn’t Warren do another event in December to formally kick off this part of it?  Can you
pass along that release.


The initiative will also help provide additional funding to support small businesses. DCEO
is partnering with financial institutions with strong small business lending backgrounds,
including ACCION Chicago, Chicago Community Ventures and the Women’s Business
Development Center, to launch the Community Business Fund. The fund will provide
critical micro- and small business financing to help put more people to work. More than
300 loans will likely be made to start-up and existing small businesses, which will lead to
more than 800 jobs being created or retained over the next two years.


Stephen – can you pass along the programs that we typically fund there.  Thx.
 
Andrew Ross
Chief Operating Officer
Office of Governor Pat Quinn
James R. Thompson Center
100 W. Randolph - Suite 16-100
Chicago, IL 60601
phone - 312-814-0021
andrew.ross@illinois.gov
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:


CONTACTS:



December 8, 2010




Marcelyn Love
217/558.1542









Mike Claffey 

312/814.3957



State Economic Director Announces 


$5 Million for Micro Lending


Community Development Fund to Help Small Business;



Program Expected to Create or Retain 800 Jobs 


CHICAGO- Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Director Warren Ribley visited ACCION Chicago today to highlight a new financing tool that will give start-up and existing small businesses the financial bridge they need to succeed coming out of recession. A total of $5 million is being made available through the Community Development Fund, a component of Governor Pat Quinn's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative launched in October to help revitalize urban communities. 



More than 300 loans will likely be made to start-up and existing small businesses, which will lead to more than 800 jobs being created or retained over the next two years.


“Small businesses form the backbone of our economy and are responsible for creating two-thirds of all new jobs,” said Director Ribley. “That is why it is vital that we work with local community lenders in programs like the Community Development Fund to identify and support start-up and struggling small businesses that are trying to succeed in a very tough economic environment.”  



The Fund is a revolving loan program funded through the federal "IKE" Disaster Recovery program and from DCEO's revolving loan portfolio under the High Growth and Emerging Small Business Loan Program. Microloans through the Fund can be utilized for a variety of start-up and operational costs. Newly formed business can apply for loans up to $50,000, while the limit for established businesses is $75,000. Loans originated will have a maximum fixed interest rate of 10 percent up to five years. The program will begin immediately and will run until funds are exhausted. Interested small businesses should apply directly to one of the lenders.



Based largely on feedback from the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission, the Governor's Neighborhood Recovery initiative’s goal of revitalizing vulnerable urban communities is being accomplished in a number of ways: by engaging young people; offering job training for adults and small businesses; and by providing funding for small businesses.



“We are extremely happy to partner with the state of Illinois to offer this program. It will build our capacity to serve small businesses now and in the coming years. And while micro-businesses will be the direct beneficiaries, the benefit to communities will ripple out in terms of economic growth and job creation,” said Jonathan Brereton, Chief Executive and Lending Officer of ACCION Chicago.



“Chicago Community Ventures is excited to participate in Community Loan Fund program because it is another source of much needed capital for small businesses, capital our businesses need to survive and thrive in these tough economic times,” Anita Hollins, president of Chicago Community Ventures, another one of the lenders.


"It is always a privilege to partner in any way with Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity,” said Carol Dougal, co-president of Women Business Development Corporation, the third lender in the program. “That Department was the first significant government funder of Women's Business Development Corp, some 25 years ago. And we have been continuously supported since that time by DCEO.”



DCEO has spent the past year developing ways to better support small business, including adding more services and sector specialties at Illinois Small Business Development Centers; performing an academic study of the retail sector coming out of the recession, and the impact of buy local activities statewide; and hosting focus groups of small business owners and economic development professionals on the best use of the state's small business resources.



Earlier this year, Governor Quinn proposed and signed into law the Illinois Small Business Job Creation Tax Credit. The $2,500 tax credit is available to businesses with 50 or fewer employees (including all locations) that create new jobs between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011.


Director Ribley was joined by ACCION, Chicago Community Ventures, and Women Business Development Corporation, the three Chicago-area lenders who will oversee the $5 million dollar Community Development Fund. 


For more information on the state’s small business resources, visit www.ildceo.net. 



###


news







Warren Ribley, Director
















From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Desai, Reshma; Jenkins, Lorri; Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: FW: NRI Communities by Legislative District
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:55:42 PM
Attachments: NRI Communities by Legislative District.xlsx


FYI
 


From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:52 PM
To: 'Sanders, David'
Cc: 'Schultz, Kimberly'; 'Hamman, John'
Subject: NRI Communities by Legislative District
 
Hi, David.  Here’s the list you requested.  I’ve provided the State House, State Senate and US House
districts for each NRI community as provided by the lead agencies in their application.
 
Please let me know if you need anything else.
 
Thanks,
Barbara





Sheet1


			ILLINOIS VIOLENCE PREVENTION AUTHORITY


			 Neighboorhood Recovery Initiative


			Communities by Legislative District





			NRI COMMUNITY			IL House District			IL Senate District			US House


			Albany Park			15			20			5


			Auburn Gresham			31			16			1


			Austin			78			39			7


			Brighton Park			2			1			4


			Cicero			24			12			4


			East Garfield Park			10			5			7


			Englewood			6			3			1


			Grand Boulevard			5, 6 ,26			3, 13			1


			Greater Grand Crossing			34			17			1


			Humboldt Park			10			5			7


			Logan Square			3, 4, 39			2, 20			4


			Maywood			7			4			7


			North Lawndale			9			7			7


			Pilsen-Little Village			23, 1, 2			1, 12			4


			Rogers Park			14, 18			7,  9			9


			Roseland			28			14			2


			South Shore			25, 33			13, 17			2


			West Chicago (Gage Park, Chicago Lawn)			23			12			3


			West Garfield Park			10			5			7


			Woodlawn			26			13			1


			South Suburbs-Bremen and part of Bloom Townships			29, 30, 37, 38, 80			15, 19, 40			2


			South Suburbs-Thorton Township			29			15			2


			South Suburbs-Rich and part of Bloom Townships			80			40			2


















































































































































Sheet2


			LEAD AGENCY			Charitable Trust Number


			Albany Park Community Center			1008763


			Catholic Bishop of Chicago- St. Sabina			1055174


			Circle Family HealthCare Network			none


			Pilsen Wellness Center			none


			Corazon Community Services			1043241


			JLM Abundant Life Community Center			none


			Children's Home and Aid			1001296


			Chicago Area Project (CAP)			1000295


			Greater Auburn Gresham Development Corporation			none


			Chicago Commons			1003844


			Alliance of Local Service Organizations (ALSO)			1035427


			Village of Maywood			exempt


			Better Boys Foundation			1002306


			Enlace Chicago			none


			Organization of the North East 			1008078


			Community Assistance Programs			1036122


			Black United Fund of Illinois, Inc.			none


			Latino Organization of the Southwest  			none


			Greater Garfield Park Chamber of Commerce			none-exempt?


			The Woodlawn Organization 			none
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From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Desai, Reshma; Jenkins, Lorri; Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: FW: NRI Communities by Legislative District
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:55:42 PM
Attachments: NRI Communities by Legislative District.xlsx


FYI
 


From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:52 PM
To: 'Sanders, David'
Cc: 'Schultz, Kimberly'; 'Hamman, John'
Subject: NRI Communities by Legislative District
 
Hi, David.  Here’s the list you requested.  I’ve provided the State House, State Senate and US House
districts for each NRI community as provided by the lead agencies in their application.
 
Please let me know if you need anything else.
 
Thanks,
Barbara
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			ILLINOIS VIOLENCE PREVENTION AUTHORITY


			 Neighboorhood Recovery Initiative


			Communities by Legislative District





			NRI COMMUNITY			IL House District			IL Senate District			US House


			Albany Park			15			20			5


			Auburn Gresham			31			16			1


			Austin			78			39			7


			Brighton Park			2			1			4


			Cicero			24			12			4


			East Garfield Park			10			5			7


			Englewood			6			3			1


			Grand Boulevard			5, 6 ,26			3, 13			1


			Greater Grand Crossing			34			17			1


			Humboldt Park			10			5			7


			Logan Square			3, 4, 39			2, 20			4


			Maywood			7			4			7


			North Lawndale			9			7			7


			Pilsen-Little Village			23, 1, 2			1, 12			4


			Rogers Park			14, 18			7,  9			9


			Roseland			28			14			2


			South Shore			25, 33			13, 17			2


			West Chicago (Gage Park, Chicago Lawn)			23			12			3


			West Garfield Park			10			5			7


			Woodlawn			26			13			1


			South Suburbs-Bremen and part of Bloom Townships			29, 30, 37, 38, 80			15, 19, 40			2


			South Suburbs-Thorton Township			29			15			2


			South Suburbs-Rich and part of Bloom Townships			80			40			2


















































































































































Sheet2


			LEAD AGENCY			Charitable Trust Number


			Albany Park Community Center			1008763


			Catholic Bishop of Chicago- St. Sabina			1055174


			Circle Family HealthCare Network			none


			Pilsen Wellness Center			none


			Corazon Community Services			1043241


			JLM Abundant Life Community Center			none


			Children's Home and Aid			1001296


			Chicago Area Project (CAP)			1000295


			Greater Auburn Gresham Development Corporation			none


			Chicago Commons			1003844


			Alliance of Local Service Organizations (ALSO)			1035427


			Village of Maywood			exempt


			Better Boys Foundation			1002306


			Enlace Chicago			none


			Organization of the North East 			1008078


			Community Assistance Programs			1036122


			Black United Fund of Illinois, Inc.			none


			Latino Organization of the Southwest  			none


			Greater Garfield Park Chamber of Commerce			none-exempt?


			The Woodlawn Organization 			none
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From: Patel, Anita
To: Ribley, Warren; Settles, Carmel
Cc: Reitz, Nick; zzTurner, Brian
Subject: FW: Question
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:00:07 PM
Attachments: DCEO Budget Docs_House Request.xlsx


Copy of 2012BudgetWorkSheet.xlsx
Importance: High


House Staff had additional questions on GRF and I have sent them the attached.  Please note that he
asked for detail of Governor’s allocation and a draft allocation for DCEO Grant Lump Sums.  Also I
have attached the Copy of the Worksheet that was provided to Approp Committees, as you will see,
it was totally incorrect as submitted.
 
I will follow-up more tomorrow on Job training and a little more detail on OTI.
 


From: Patel, Anita 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:56 PM
To: 'Deweese, Aaron'
Cc: Reitz, Nick
Subject: RE: Question
Importance: High
 
Hi Aaron.
 
The attached File has the following information:
 


·         Updated 2012 Budget Worksheet
·         SFY10 Governor’s Allocation Detail
·         SFY11 Governor’s Allocation Detail as of 3/31/11 (we just recently received $7.7M additional


Gov allocation, of which $5.0M was specifically for Training for Tomorrow)
·         SFY12 Draft GRF Grant Allocation (Please note this is not a final allocation, it is a draft


allocation)
 
I will follow-up more tomorrow on the below highlighted items, but quickly, no, Office of Trade and
Investment (OTI) is not a new Initiative, this is truly a technical change.  The OTI previously had line
item Operation appropriations and a Lump Sum (1900) appropriation.  In SFY12, due to the pending
re-structuring of the Trade Offices, we have requested instead one Grant Lump Sum (4900) for all
Operational Expenses due to pending decisions on the structure of the Trade Offices.  In the Budget
Book, GOMB has rolled all historical appropriations into the newly requested 4900 line, so the
following data is the historical for GRF funding, which you will see is actually a decrease for SFY12:
 
SFY10 Total GRF Expend is $3,136,464.93
SFY11 Allocated Approp is $4,582,600
SFY12 Request is $4,000,000
 
Please let me know if you have any questions, and I will send you additional details tomorrow.
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Gen Serv_DCEO


			Commerce & Economic Opportunity


						FY 2010			FY 2011			FY 2012			FY 2012


			LINE ITEM			EXPEND			APPROP			REQUEST			ALLOCATION			COMMENTS


			�OPERATIONS 


			Personal Services			$9,030,456			$11,836,100			$9,878,800						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Social Security			$670,083			$905,800			$756,100						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Contractual Services			$3,916,202			$4,250,500			$2,888,500						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Travel			$164,267			$281,500			$229,700						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Commodities			$74,772			$81,900			$74,500						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Printing			$35,860			$43,300			$32,100						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Equipment			$13,264			$75,300			$69,700						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Telecommunications			$504,700			$504,700			$504,700						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			EDP			$536,030			$405,400			$302,100						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)


			Operation of Auto			$63,990			$48,700			$48,700						All DCEO GRF Divisions: General Admin (15), Technology(35), Regional Outreach(40), Business Development(45), Trade & Investment(65 but not SFY12), and Community Development(75)




















			�LUMP SUMS


			Governor's Allocation			$13,127,747			$10,700,000			$0						SFY10 Gov Allocation $13,418,300; SFY11 Gov Allocation $5.7M for Community Programs and $5M for Training for Tomorrow






































			New and Expanding Markets			$982,367


			TOTAL GRF —                               OPERATIONS / LUMP SUMS			$29,119,738			$29,133,200			$14,784,900			$0





						FY 2010			FY 2011			FY 2012			FY 2012


			LINE ITEM			EXPEND			APPROP			REQUEST			ALLOCATION			COMMENTS


			�GRANTS


			Central IL EDA						$500,000


			Office of Trade & Investment									$4,000,000						Prior Year approp/expend in Line Item Operations and New and Expanding Markets; SFY12 request for collapse of approps due to re-organization of Trade Offices


			Technology Programs			$867,500			$1,000,000			$1,000,000


			IL Entrepreneurship Info Tech			$3,960,633			$4,440,000			$4,900,000


			DCEO Job Training			$11,810,640			$12,313,500			$31,000,000


			Community Development			$960,000			$750,000			$2,495,000





























			TOTAL GRF — GRANTS			$17,598,773			$19,003,500			$43,395,000			$0








SFY10 Gov Allocation


						SFY10 Approp			SFY10 Allocation			SFY10 Expend


			Community Programs			6,375,000


			Veterans Outreach Program of Illinois, Inc 						325,000			(325,000)


			Promised Land Employment Service						50,000			(50,000)


			Strategic Human Services						85,000			(85,000)


			Danville Area Community College Foundation, Inc. 						75,000			(75,000)


			Better Southwest Housing 						50,000			(50,000)


			Village of Park Forest						100,000			(100,000)


			South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association						10,000			(10,000)


			Brainerd Community Development Corporation						50,000			(50,000)


			Citizens Utility Board 						718,000			(718,000)


			United Services of Chicago						70,000			(70,000)


			SOUL 						70,000			(70,000)


			Northeast DuPage Special Recreation Association						482,000			(482,000)


			Agudath Israel of Illinois 						1,200,000			(1,200,000)


			Institute of Positive Living 						382,500			(192,303)


			DBCC Organization 						450,000			(450,000)


			Amer I Can Illinois, Inc 						45,000			(45,000)


			Mebain Media Group Inc.						90,000			(90,000)


			Chicago Area Project 						540,000			(540,000)


			Velma Butler and Company 						180,000			(180,000)


			Chinese American Service League 						45,000			(45,000)


			Catholic Bishop of Chicago dba Archdiocese of Chicago 						22,500			(22,500)


			Grand Boulevard Federation 						45,000			(45,000)


			Bishop Shepard Little Memorial Center						22,500			(22,500)


			Beloved Community Family Services 						67,500			(67,500)


			The Beloved Community Inc 						200,000			(99,644)


			Rock Island County Regional Office of Eduction						1,000,000			(1,000,000)





			Lump Sums - Governor's Allocation						6,375,000			(6,084,447)





			Community Programs			7,043,300


			Lincoln Land Community College						250,000			(250,000)


			Macon County						250,000			(250,000)


			The Hispanic American Construction Industry Association						750,480			(750,480)


			Southwestern Illinois College 						960,000			(960,000)


			Job Training Programs: ETIP 						4,033,105			(4,033,105)


			EOGP						725,000			(725,000)


			Entrepreneurship Centers


			University of Illinois						74,715			(74,715)


			Lump Sums - Governor's Allocation						7,043,300			(7,043,300)





			Total Lump Sums			13,418,300			13,418,300			(13,127,747)











SFY11 Gov Allocation


						SFY11 Approp			SFY11 Allocation			SFY11 Expend


			Community Programs			10,700,000


			Veterans Outreach Program of Illinois, Inc 						325,000			201,405


			Danville Area Community College Foundation, Inc. 						50,000


			Goodwill Industries						50,000			7,124


			Agudath Israel of Illinois 						1,080,000			723,426


			Brainerd						225,000


			CUB						282,000


			Community College Sustainability Network						960,000


			Jewish Vocational Services						228,000


			Coalition for United Community Action (CUCA)						750,000


			Training for Tomorrow						5,000,000


			Lump Sums - Governor's Allocation						8,950,000			931,955


			As of 3/30/11








SFY12 Draft Allocation


						SFY12 Draft Allocation


			Job Training & Economic Development			$3,000,000


			On the Job Training			$7,500,000


			Employment Opportunities Grant Program			$2,000,000


			Employer Training Investment Program			$18,500,000


			DCEO Job Training Programs			$31,000,000


			Small Business Development Centers			$2,500,000


			Procurement Grants			$400,000


			Entrepreneurship / Small Business Technology Accreditation Initiative			$2,000,000


			Statewide Entrepreneurial / Small Business			$4,900,000


			Technology Initiatives			$1,000,000


			DCEO Technology-Based Programs			$1,000,000


			Community Programs			$250,000


			NEDSRA			$250,000


			CUB			$500,000


			Veterans Outreach Program of Illinois, Inc 			$535,000


			Community College Sustainability Network			$960,000


			DCEO Community Programs			$2,495,000





			DCEO Office of Trade & Investment			$4,000,000


			All DCEO Grants			$43,395,000












Thanks.
 
 
Anita D. Patel
Chief Financial Officer
Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity
(217) 524-4438
email: Anita.D.Patel@illinois.gov
 
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any
action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you receive this email in error, please contact the sender and/or delete the material from your computer.
 
 
 


From: Deweese, Aaron [mailto:ADeweese@hds.ilga.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:08 PM
To: Patel, Anita
Subject: RE: Question
 
Anita,
Attached is an amended 2012 Budget Worksheet for your review.
 
Amendments:
 


·         Per your information, amended FY11 Governor’s Allocation - $10,700,00
·         Amended FY 12 Technology Program Grant - $1,000,000
·         Amended FY 12 Illinois Entrepreneurship Information Technology Grant - $4,900,000
·         Addition of FY 12 Trade & Investment Grant - $4,000,000


 
Requests for additional information:
 


·         Per my request yesterday, itemization of FY11 Governor’s Allocation
·         Brief itemization of all programs and organizations funded under each GRF funded lump


sum grant (I can use language from your FY 12 Executive Budget Summary, but more
specifics have been requested).


 
Clarifications:
 


·         Trade & Investment appears to be a new GRF funded initiative. You note in the FY12
Executive Budget Summary that GRF had previously been appropriated. I understand OSF
have and continue to be designated for T&I.


·         Are DCEO job training programs being ramped up to shore up waning ARRA funding, or for
other reasons?
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And:
 


·         I have been instructed to further review DCEO ISL reports specifically for personal services,
social security, and contractual services. I might have some question with contractual
services.


 
Thanks.
Aaron
 


From: Patel, Anita [mailto:Anita.D.Patel@illinois.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Deweese, Aaron
Cc: Reitz, Nick
Subject: RE: Question
 
I will send you shortly a sheet that I use which might help you….THANKS!!
 


From: Deweese, Aaron [mailto:ADeweese@hds.ilga.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:41 PM
To: Patel, Anita
Cc: Reitz, Nick
Subject: RE: Question
 
Anita,
I just got a copy of it as well. We are currently making revisions. I spotted and marked down the
same grant errors. They will be corrected. The operations only include GRF funds. In fact, all the
funds listed should be exclusively GRF. This is a working document, so we can make any needed
corrections. I will have some further follow-up questions soon. June can’t come soon enough.
Aaron
 


From: Patel, Anita [mailto:Anita.D.Patel@illinois.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Deweese, Aaron
Cc: Reitz, Nick
Subject: Question
Importance: High
 
Hi Aaron.
 
I was just reviewing the 2012 Budget Worksheet that was provided to Approp Committee Members,
and I have some grave concerns about the SFY12 Request listed under for DCEO.  Have you seen the
breakout, it is completely wrong.
 
The Operations only shows the request for our General Admin Division, and no other divisions, like
out Business Development, Community Development, Regional Outreach, Technology and Trade
Offices.
 
The Grant allocation is also completely off as well.  Please see attached.







 
Anita D. Patel
Chief Financial Officer
Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity
(217) 524-4438
email: Anita.D.Patel@illinois.gov
 
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any
action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you receive this email in error, please contact the sender and/or delete the material from your computer.
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FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2012
LINE ITEM EXPEND APPROP REQUEST ALLOCATION COMMENTS



Personal Services $3,015,300 $3,271,500 $3,892,700 General Admin Approps only
Social Security $223,700 $250,300 $297,900 General Admin Approps only
Contractual Services $2,858,100 $1,710,500 $2,056,700 General Admin Approps only
Travel $55,100 $87,600 $87,600 General Admin Approps only
Commodities $58,200 $60,500 $60,500 General Admin Approps only
Printing $31,300 $25,800 $25,800 General Admin Approps only
Equipment $10,500 $61,500 $61,500 General Admin Approps only
Telecommunications $305,100 $119,100 $119,100 General Admin Approps only
EDP $504,700 $504,700 $504,700 General Admin Approps only
Operation of Auto $64,000 $48,700 $48,700 General Admin Approps only



Governor's Allocation $12,418,300 $3,000,000 $0
TOTAL GRF —                               
OPERATIONS / LUMP SUMS $19,544,300 $9,140,200 $7,155,200 $0



FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2012
LINE ITEM EXPEND APPROP REQUEST ALLOCATION COMMENTS



Technology Programs $0 $2,000,000 $0 $1,000,000 
IL Entrepreneurship Info Tech $0 $5,000,000 $31,000,000 $4,900,000 
DCEO Job Training $0 $15,000,000 $31,000,000
Community Development $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,495,000
TOTAL GRF — GRANTS $2,000,000 $24,000,000 $64,495,000 $0



LUMP SUMS



GRANTS



Commerce & Economic Opportunity



OPERATIONS 















From: Irving, Toni
To: Lavin, Jack
Subject: FW: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2011 2:58:14 PM
Attachments: Fact Sheet.docx


NRI Slides rev 2-17-11.ppt


FYI there may be media attention to NRI as a result of the hearing.


___________________
Toni Irving
Deputy Chief of Staff
Governor Pat Quinn
312.814.3967
________________________________________
From: Shaw, Barbara
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 8:18 AM
To: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm; Ocasio, Billy; Saddler, Michelle
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing


It looks like we will have a good turnout at IVPA's Senate budget hearing Tuesday afternoon.


From: David Whittaker [mailto: ]
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 04:55 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara; Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>;
Angela Page < ; Angie Lobo >; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson <cnelson@gagdc.org>;
Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon <cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton
<dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-
chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>; Don Patterson < >;
Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>; Ephraim Eaddy >;
Georgette Greenlee-Finney <georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>;
Harold T. Rice <hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan


; Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis <jdavis@hcionline.org>;
Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose <jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin
<jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis <jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange
<jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton <jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere
<kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah
Muhammad <kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica Masana
<mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson


>; Radhika Sharma Gordon ; Rev. Michael Pfleger
; Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>; Rodney C. Walker


<rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org) <salnurridin@hcionline.org>;
Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves <shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman
<sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll <sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts
<talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley <tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum
<tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles <mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin
<vrivkin@cfhcn.org>
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing


To:  All NRI providers, advisory committees, and advocates


As indicated in the earlier message, the Senate Appropriations Committee I hearing is scheduled for
Tuesday, March 29th at 4:00pm.  Needless to say, it’s imperative for all of us to be in attendance and
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NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY INITIATIVE





FACT SHEET





PURPOSE:		 


· PREVENT YOUTH VIOLENCE





				* Intervene/support youth in multiple ways


				* Reduce risk factors


				* Promote protective factors 	 			


			


· BUILD COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO SUPPORT YOUTH


				


  				* Focus efforts in high needs communities (23)


				* Foster community leadership and collaboration 


				* Implement community-based interventions


				* Collect data and evaluate outcomes


				* Provide training and technical assistance


				* Implement accountability measures


			


· PROVIDE JOBS 





				* Over 3,300 part-time jobs for youth and adults


				* Over 130 full-time jobs for program staff 





PROGRAMS:	 


· Mentoring Plus Jobs


· Parent Leadership


· School-Based Counseling


· Reentry Services 


· Safety Net Works Expansion


				


COMMUNITIES:       


· Lead agencies coordinate efforts


· Over 200 funded community partners


· Baseline funding:  $1.3 - $1.5 million per community (20);  


$1 million South Suburbs (3)
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Governor’s Neighborhood 


Recovery Initiative


A Program of the


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority








*














BACKGROUND


			Created by Governor Quinn in Fall, 2010 in response to community requests and at urging of the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission








			Illinois Violence Prevention Authority  assigned to develop and administer the Initiative





			Implemented in 23 Chicago Area Communities with over 200 community partners.

















COMMUNITIES


Albany Park		  Grand Boulevard	           Rogers Park Auburn-Gresham	  Greater Grand Crossing       Roseland


Austin			  Humboldt Park	           South Shore


Brighton Park		  Logan Square	                        West Chicago


East Garfield Park	  North Lawndale                    West Garfield Park Englewood		  Pilsen-Little Village	           Woodlawn


Cicero			  Maywood		           South Suburbs (3)				


              									











PURPOSE    


Reduce risk factors and promote protective factors associated with youth violence through:





			Creation of jobs for community youth, adults and professionals that promote  wellness and healthy behaviors, youth and parent leadership; and healthy, caring, family and community environments.





			Provision of a range of community-based services  that enhance young people's ability to succeed in school, in community and in life.














THEMES


			Build the Capacity of Communities


			Promote Violence Prevention and Wellness


			Implement Program Component Models Consistently in All Sites





 


			Provide Training and Ongoing Technical Assistance to Ensure Quality and Fidelity to Models


			Collect Data and Evaluate Outcomes


			Network and Organize to Promote Sustainability 




















SAMPLE


STRUCTURE

















COMPONENTS


















				Program



Component



				Description







				



Mentoring Plus Jobs



     (MEE Model)



				



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs as peer leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2-3) would be hired part time. 







				Parent Leadership



(MEE Model)



				



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents. 







				School-Based



Counseling



				



Funds community providers to provide school-based early intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students. 







				



Safety Net Works



(SNW)



				



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that do not have it.







				Reentry Programs



				Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional facilities.





















Mentoring Plus Jobs


(24 week program)





			Youth  will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators and will conduct social marketing outreach on wellness, help-seeking, violence prevention and other pro-social, health and safety topics; community resources will be identified and distributed.








			Youth will be supported and guided by trained adult Coordinator/Mentors.








			Outcomes: Youth will report increased connectedness to caring adults,  increase in healthy social, emotional  skills; and increased likelihood of engaging in behaviors that lead to labor force participation.

















Parent Leadership


(12 week program)


			Parents will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators on wellness, self-care,  youth engagement, violence prevention, help-seeking and other topics.





			Outcomes:  parents will report increased:





 social connectedness with other adults; 


 involvement in the lives of their teens, and; 


 capacity to engage other parents about parenting. 











Reentry


			Each community will hire two Case Managers (Reentry Coaches) who will provide or link youth with a range of services, gender-specific where appropriate.





 


			Youth to be served include youth returned or returning from DJJ youth centers and youth 17-24 returning from DOC correctional facilities.








			Desired outcomes include reduction in recidivism; educational/vocational program enrollment, retention, completion; and pro-social engagement. 




















School-Based Counseling


			Each community will hire 3FTE counselors to conduct  trauma and emotional self-regulation evidence-based interventions in school settings.


			Efforts will focus primarily on elementary schools and on high schools that do not currently offer these interventions


			Desired outcomes include reduction in trauma symptoms, increase in social emotional skills, and increase in provider capacity to deliver evidence-based interventions in school settings. 

















Technical Assistance


			Extensive training and technical assistance will be provided to all community partners on:





 





			NRI themes, approaches and cross-cutting issues, such as trauma, wellness approach, etc.





 


			Implementation of the component models





 


			Evidence-based interventions





 


			Required policies and procedures





 


			Use of data system











			ILAACP hosts the NRI Training and Technical Assistance Project











	




























































































































































































Data and Evaluation


			NRI Data System will collect client, service and outcome data across all partner providers in all 23 sites.








			Data system will produce data by community and by component;  reports will be generated at multiple levels for community and project-wide use in program development,  utilization review, quality improvement and outcome measurement.








			Evaluators will perform data analytics, evaluate NRI development and implementation processes, and evaluate impact of NRI on community level outcomes.











 



Program 



Component 



Description 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs 



     (MEE Model) 



 



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs  as peer 



leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and 



support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2 -3) would be hired part time.  



Parent Leadership 



(MEE Model) 



 



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, 



empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as 



community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents.   



School-Based 



Counseling 



 



Funds community providers to provide school-based early 



intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students.  



 



Safety Net Works 



(SNW) 



 



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in 



existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that 



do not have it. 



Reentry Programs Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults 



returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional 



facilities. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



IVPA 



 



 



Lead Agency 



 



School



-



Based Coun



seling 



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Parent Leadership



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



IAACP 



 



Technical Assistance and 



Networking Project 



 



 



Reentry



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program P



ar



tner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Component



 



Advisory Committees



 



 



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Program Partner B



 










fill the hearing room with our supporters.  It’s up to us to make the case for N.R.I.  We have to ensure
that our elected officials (especially those on the Senate Appropriations Committee) understand the
value and long-term cost effectiveness of these community based initiatives in building safe
communities for citizens of our state.  It’s also clear that the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative will
become an integral partner in reducing crime, enhancing public safety and building hope in the lives of
disenfranchised youth, families and communities.
In preparation for the 4:00pm hearing, it is my hope that each of us will be able to arrive early, meet
with our legislators and develop our plans for the hearing.
To this end, I want to invite each of you to a pre-hearing strategy meeting.  The specifics of the
strategy meeting are as follows:


            Date & Time:               Tuesday, March 29, 2011 - 2:00PM
            Location:                      RathSkeller Cafeteria (located in
the                                                              basement of the Illinois State Capitol)
Purpose:                       Strategy session in support of the IVPA       Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN!  I look forward to seeing each of you at this important strategy session.


David Whittaker, CAP


--- On Fri, 3/25/11, Howard Lathan  wrote:


From: Howard Lathan >
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
To: "david whittaker" >
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011, 1:42 PM


FYI,
Howard Lathan


----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "Shaw, Barbara" <Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov>
To: Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>; Angela Page


; Angie Lobo >; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson <cnelson@gagdc.org>;
Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon <cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton
<dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-
chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>; Don Patterson >;
Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>; Ephraim Eaddy <
Georgette Greenlee-Finney <georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>;
Harold T. Rice <hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan


; Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis <jdavis@hcionline.org>;
Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose <jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin
<jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis <jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange
<jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton <jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere
<kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah
Muhammad <kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica Masana
<mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson


; Radhika Sharma Gordon >; Rev. Michael Pfleger
 Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>; Rodney C. Walker


<rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; "Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org)" <salnurridin@hcionline.org>;
Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves <shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman
<sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll <sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts
<talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley <tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum
<tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles <mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin
<vrivkin@cfhcn.org>
Sent: Thu, March 24, 2011 3:53:37 PM







Subject: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing


Greetings, all.  The IVPA Budget hearing scheduled for next Tuesday, March 29th has been scheduled
for 4:00PM, not 10:00 AM as originally scheduled. Please let me know if you’re planning to attend.


Also, if you can get there before, 4:00, please take the time to visit your legislators and members of the
Appropriations Committee I before the 4:00 hearing.


I have attached a brief NRI Fact Sheet which might be helpful as you do your outreach to legislators. 
I’m also sending the PowerPoint slides again in case those would be helpful too..


Below is a link to the members of the Senate Appropriations Committee and another link for people to
find their legislators.


•         Senate Appropriations I Committee<http://ilga.gov/senate/committees/members.asp?
CommitteeID=906>


•         Use this link to find your
legislators<http://www.elections.il.gov/DistrictLocator/DistrictOfficialSearchByAddress.aspx> – provide
your agency’s address


Thanks to all for your support.












From: Ross, Andrew
To: Thomas, Cristal
Subject: FW: Women"s Business Development Center - neighborhood recovery program
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:47:00 PM
Attachments: 12.08.10 Community Development Fund release.doc


Here is a release outlining that program I mentioned last week.  Getting you some more info too.
 


From: Love, Marcelyn 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:45 PM
To: Ross, Andrew; Palmer, Maureen; Claffey, Mike; Konya, Stephen
Subject: RE: Women's Business Development Center - neighborhood recovery program
 
 
 


From: Ross, Andrew 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Palmer, Maureen; Love, Marcelyn; Claffey, Mike; Konya, Stephen
Subject: Women's Business Development Center - neighborhood recovery program
 


Didn’t Warren do another event in December to formally kick off this part of it?  Can you
pass along that release.


The initiative will also help provide additional funding to support small businesses. DCEO
is partnering with financial institutions with strong small business lending backgrounds,
including ACCION Chicago, Chicago Community Ventures and the Women’s Business
Development Center, to launch the Community Business Fund. The fund will provide
critical micro- and small business financing to help put more people to work. More than
300 loans will likely be made to start-up and existing small businesses, which will lead to
more than 800 jobs being created or retained over the next two years.


Stephen – can you pass along the programs that we typically fund there.  Thx.
 
Andrew Ross
Chief Operating Officer
Office of Governor Pat Quinn
James R. Thompson Center
100 W. Randolph - Suite 16-100
Chicago, IL 60601
phone - 312-814-0021
andrew.ross@illinois.gov
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:


CONTACTS:



December 8, 2010




Marcelyn Love
217/558.1542









Mike Claffey 

312/814.3957



State Economic Director Announces 


$5 Million for Micro Lending


Community Development Fund to Help Small Business;



Program Expected to Create or Retain 800 Jobs 


CHICAGO- Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Director Warren Ribley visited ACCION Chicago today to highlight a new financing tool that will give start-up and existing small businesses the financial bridge they need to succeed coming out of recession. A total of $5 million is being made available through the Community Development Fund, a component of Governor Pat Quinn's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative launched in October to help revitalize urban communities. 



More than 300 loans will likely be made to start-up and existing small businesses, which will lead to more than 800 jobs being created or retained over the next two years.


“Small businesses form the backbone of our economy and are responsible for creating two-thirds of all new jobs,” said Director Ribley. “That is why it is vital that we work with local community lenders in programs like the Community Development Fund to identify and support start-up and struggling small businesses that are trying to succeed in a very tough economic environment.”  



The Fund is a revolving loan program funded through the federal "IKE" Disaster Recovery program and from DCEO's revolving loan portfolio under the High Growth and Emerging Small Business Loan Program. Microloans through the Fund can be utilized for a variety of start-up and operational costs. Newly formed business can apply for loans up to $50,000, while the limit for established businesses is $75,000. Loans originated will have a maximum fixed interest rate of 10 percent up to five years. The program will begin immediately and will run until funds are exhausted. Interested small businesses should apply directly to one of the lenders.



Based largely on feedback from the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission, the Governor's Neighborhood Recovery initiative’s goal of revitalizing vulnerable urban communities is being accomplished in a number of ways: by engaging young people; offering job training for adults and small businesses; and by providing funding for small businesses.



“We are extremely happy to partner with the state of Illinois to offer this program. It will build our capacity to serve small businesses now and in the coming years. And while micro-businesses will be the direct beneficiaries, the benefit to communities will ripple out in terms of economic growth and job creation,” said Jonathan Brereton, Chief Executive and Lending Officer of ACCION Chicago.



“Chicago Community Ventures is excited to participate in Community Loan Fund program because it is another source of much needed capital for small businesses, capital our businesses need to survive and thrive in these tough economic times,” Anita Hollins, president of Chicago Community Ventures, another one of the lenders.


"It is always a privilege to partner in any way with Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity,” said Carol Dougal, co-president of Women Business Development Corporation, the third lender in the program. “That Department was the first significant government funder of Women's Business Development Corp, some 25 years ago. And we have been continuously supported since that time by DCEO.”



DCEO has spent the past year developing ways to better support small business, including adding more services and sector specialties at Illinois Small Business Development Centers; performing an academic study of the retail sector coming out of the recession, and the impact of buy local activities statewide; and hosting focus groups of small business owners and economic development professionals on the best use of the state's small business resources.



Earlier this year, Governor Quinn proposed and signed into law the Illinois Small Business Job Creation Tax Credit. The $2,500 tax credit is available to businesses with 50 or fewer employees (including all locations) that create new jobs between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011.


Director Ribley was joined by ACCION, Chicago Community Ventures, and Women Business Development Corporation, the three Chicago-area lenders who will oversee the $5 million dollar Community Development Fund. 


For more information on the state’s small business resources, visit www.ildceo.net. 



###


news







Warren Ribley, Director
















From: Ocasio, Billy
To: Matsoff, Mica; Klinzman, Grant
Cc: Garate, Teresa
Subject: Fw: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:49:14 PM
Attachments: cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


Here is the Anti Violence Commissions Report. They are ready to release it to the Governor. How do
ypu all want to handle this?


----- Original Message -----
From: Renfro, Emily
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 01:48 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Please see attached.  Let me know how else I can help.


Thanks,
Emily


-----Original Message-----
From: Garate, Teresa
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks


-----Original Message-----
From: Enyia, Chimaobi
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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and the Governor.










March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 

















From: Ocasio, Billy
To: Matsoff, Mica; Klinzman, Grant
Cc: Garate, Teresa
Subject: Fw: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:49:15 PM
Attachments: cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


Here is the Anti Violence Commissions Report. They are ready to release it to the Governor. How do
ypu all want to handle this?


----- Original Message -----
From: Renfro, Emily
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 01:48 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Please see attached.  Let me know how else I can help.


Thanks,
Emily


-----Original Message-----
From: Garate, Teresa
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks


-----Original Message-----
From: Enyia, Chimaobi
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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and the Governor.










March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 

















From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm; Ocasio, Billy; Saddler, Michelle
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2011 8:18:55 AM
Attachments: Fact Sheet.docx


NRI Slides rev 2-17-11.ppt


It looks like we will have a good turnout at IVPA's Senate budget hearing Tuesday afternoon. 
 
From: David Whittaker [mailto:  
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 04:55 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara; Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>;
Angela Page >; Angie Lobo >; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson <cnelson@gagdc.org>;
Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon <cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton
<dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-
chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>; Don Patterson < >;
Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>; Ephraim Eaddy ;
Georgette Greenlee-Finney <georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>;
Harold T. Rice <hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan
< >; Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis <jdavis@hcionline.org>;
Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose <jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin
<jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis <jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange
<jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton <jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere
<kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah
Muhammad <kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica Masana
<mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson


; Radhika Sharma Gordon ; Rev. Michael Pfleger
; Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>; Rodney C. Walker


<rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org) <salnurridin@hcionline.org>;
Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves <shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman
<sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll <sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts
<talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley <tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum
<tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles <mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin
<vrivkin@cfhcn.org> 
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing 
 


To:  All NRI providers, advisory committees, and advocates


As indicated in the earlier message, the Senate Appropriations Committee I hearing is
scheduled for Tuesday, March 29th at 4:00pm.  Needless to say, it’s imperative for all of
us to be in attendance and fill the hearing room with our supporters.  It’s up to us to
make the case for N.R.I.  We have to ensure that our elected officials (especially those
on the Senate Appropriations Committee) understand the value and long-term cost
effectiveness of these community based initiatives in building safe communities for
citizens of our state.  It’s also clear that the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative will
become an integral partner in reducing crime, enhancing public safety and building
hope in the lives of disenfranchised youth, families and communities.
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NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY INITIATIVE





FACT SHEET





PURPOSE:		 


· PREVENT YOUTH VIOLENCE





				* Intervene/support youth in multiple ways


				* Reduce risk factors


				* Promote protective factors 	 			


			


· BUILD COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO SUPPORT YOUTH


				


  				* Focus efforts in high needs communities (23)


				* Foster community leadership and collaboration 


				* Implement community-based interventions


				* Collect data and evaluate outcomes


				* Provide training and technical assistance


				* Implement accountability measures


			


· PROVIDE JOBS 





				* Over 3,300 part-time jobs for youth and adults


				* Over 130 full-time jobs for program staff 





PROGRAMS:	 


· Mentoring Plus Jobs


· Parent Leadership


· School-Based Counseling


· Reentry Services 


· Safety Net Works Expansion


				


COMMUNITIES:       


· Lead agencies coordinate efforts


· Over 200 funded community partners


· Baseline funding:  $1.3 - $1.5 million per community (20);  


$1 million South Suburbs (3)
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Governor’s Neighborhood 


Recovery Initiative


A Program of the


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority








*














BACKGROUND


			Created by Governor Quinn in Fall, 2010 in response to community requests and at urging of the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission








			Illinois Violence Prevention Authority  assigned to develop and administer the Initiative





			Implemented in 23 Chicago Area Communities with over 200 community partners.

















COMMUNITIES


Albany Park		  Grand Boulevard	           Rogers Park Auburn-Gresham	  Greater Grand Crossing       Roseland


Austin			  Humboldt Park	           South Shore


Brighton Park		  Logan Square	                        West Chicago


East Garfield Park	  North Lawndale                    West Garfield Park Englewood		  Pilsen-Little Village	           Woodlawn


Cicero			  Maywood		           South Suburbs (3)				


              									











PURPOSE    


Reduce risk factors and promote protective factors associated with youth violence through:





			Creation of jobs for community youth, adults and professionals that promote  wellness and healthy behaviors, youth and parent leadership; and healthy, caring, family and community environments.





			Provision of a range of community-based services  that enhance young people's ability to succeed in school, in community and in life.














THEMES


			Build the Capacity of Communities


			Promote Violence Prevention and Wellness


			Implement Program Component Models Consistently in All Sites





 


			Provide Training and Ongoing Technical Assistance to Ensure Quality and Fidelity to Models


			Collect Data and Evaluate Outcomes


			Network and Organize to Promote Sustainability 




















SAMPLE


STRUCTURE

















COMPONENTS


















				Program



Component



				Description







				



Mentoring Plus Jobs



     (MEE Model)



				



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs as peer leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2-3) would be hired part time. 







				Parent Leadership



(MEE Model)



				



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents. 







				School-Based



Counseling



				



Funds community providers to provide school-based early intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students. 







				



Safety Net Works



(SNW)



				



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that do not have it.







				Reentry Programs



				Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional facilities.





















Mentoring Plus Jobs


(24 week program)





			Youth  will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators and will conduct social marketing outreach on wellness, help-seeking, violence prevention and other pro-social, health and safety topics; community resources will be identified and distributed.








			Youth will be supported and guided by trained adult Coordinator/Mentors.








			Outcomes: Youth will report increased connectedness to caring adults,  increase in healthy social, emotional  skills; and increased likelihood of engaging in behaviors that lead to labor force participation.

















Parent Leadership


(12 week program)


			Parents will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators on wellness, self-care,  youth engagement, violence prevention, help-seeking and other topics.





			Outcomes:  parents will report increased:





 social connectedness with other adults; 


 involvement in the lives of their teens, and; 


 capacity to engage other parents about parenting. 











Reentry


			Each community will hire two Case Managers (Reentry Coaches) who will provide or link youth with a range of services, gender-specific where appropriate.





 


			Youth to be served include youth returned or returning from DJJ youth centers and youth 17-24 returning from DOC correctional facilities.








			Desired outcomes include reduction in recidivism; educational/vocational program enrollment, retention, completion; and pro-social engagement. 




















School-Based Counseling


			Each community will hire 3FTE counselors to conduct  trauma and emotional self-regulation evidence-based interventions in school settings.


			Efforts will focus primarily on elementary schools and on high schools that do not currently offer these interventions


			Desired outcomes include reduction in trauma symptoms, increase in social emotional skills, and increase in provider capacity to deliver evidence-based interventions in school settings. 

















Technical Assistance


			Extensive training and technical assistance will be provided to all community partners on:





 





			NRI themes, approaches and cross-cutting issues, such as trauma, wellness approach, etc.





 


			Implementation of the component models





 


			Evidence-based interventions





 


			Required policies and procedures





 


			Use of data system











			ILAACP hosts the NRI Training and Technical Assistance Project











	




























































































































































































Data and Evaluation


			NRI Data System will collect client, service and outcome data across all partner providers in all 23 sites.








			Data system will produce data by community and by component;  reports will be generated at multiple levels for community and project-wide use in program development,  utilization review, quality improvement and outcome measurement.








			Evaluators will perform data analytics, evaluate NRI development and implementation processes, and evaluate impact of NRI on community level outcomes.











 



Program 



Component 



Description 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs 



     (MEE Model) 



 



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs  as peer 



leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and 



support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2 -3) would be hired part time.  



Parent Leadership 



(MEE Model) 



 



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, 



empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as 



community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents.   



School-Based 



Counseling 



 



Funds community providers to provide school-based early 



intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students.  



 



Safety Net Works 



(SNW) 



 



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in 



existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that 



do not have it. 



Reentry Programs Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults 



returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional 



facilities. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



IVPA 



 



 



Lead Agency 



 



School



-



Based Coun



seling 



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Parent Leadership



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



IAACP 



 



Technical Assistance and 



Networking Project 



 



 



Reentry



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program P



ar



tner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Component



 



Advisory Committees



 



 



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Program Partner B



 










In preparation for the 4:00pm hearing, it is my hope that each of us will be able to
arrive early, meet with our legislators and develop our plans for the hearing.


To this end, I want to invite each of you to a pre-hearing strategy meeting.  The
specifics of the strategy meeting are as follows:


            Date & Time:               Tuesday, March 29, 2011 - 2:00PM


            Location:                      RathSkeller Cafeteria (located in the                                
                             basement of the Illinois State Capitol)


Purpose:                       Strategy session in support of the IVPA      
Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN!  I look forward to seeing each of you at this important
strategy session.


David Whittaker, CAP


--- On Fri, 3/25/11, Howard Lathan wrote:


From: Howard Lathan >
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
To: "david whittaker" 
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011, 1:42 PM


FYI,
Howard Lathan


----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "Shaw, Barbara" <Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov>
To: Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>; Angela
Page ; Angie Lobo ; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson
<cnelson@gagdc.org>; Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon
<cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton <dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-
chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>;
Don Patterson ; Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>;
Ephraim Eaddy  Georgette Greenlee-Finney
<georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>; Harold T. Rice
<hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan


 Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis
<jdavis@hcionline.org>; Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose
<jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin <jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis
<jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange <jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton







<jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere <kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn
Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah Muhammad
<kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica
Masana <mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson


; Radhika Sharma Gordon ; Rev. Michael
Pfleger >; Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>;
Rodney C. Walker <rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; "Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org)"
<salnurridin@hcionline.org>; Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves
<shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman <sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll
<sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts <talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley
<tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum <tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles
<mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin <vrivkin@cfhcn.org>
Sent: Thu, March 24, 2011 3:53:37 PM
Subject: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing


Greetings, all.  The IVPA Budget hearing scheduled for next Tuesday, March 29th has
been scheduled for 4:00PM, not 10:00 AM as originally scheduled. Please let me know
if you’re planning to attend. 
 
Also, if you can get there before, 4:00, please take the time to visit your legislators and
members of the Appropriations Committee I before the 4:00 hearing.
 
I have attached a brief NRI Fact Sheet which might be helpful as you do your outreach to
legislators.  I’m also sending the PowerPoint slides again in case those would be helpful
too..
 


Below is a link to the members of the Senate Appropriations Committee and another link
for people to find their legislators.


·         Senate Appropriations I Committee


·         Use this link to find your legislators – provide your agency’s address 


 
Thanks to all for your support.












From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm; Ocasio, Billy; Saddler, Michelle
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2011 8:18:55 AM
Attachments: Fact Sheet.docx


NRI Slides rev 2-17-11.ppt


It looks like we will have a good turnout at IVPA's Senate budget hearing Tuesday afternoon. 
 
From: David Whittaker [mailto: ] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 04:55 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara; Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>;
Angela Page >; Angie Lobo >; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson <cnelson@gagdc.org>;
Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon <cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton
<dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-
chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>; Don Patterson < >;
Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>; Ephraim Eaddy ;
Georgette Greenlee-Finney <georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>;
Harold T. Rice <hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan


; Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis <jdavis@hcionline.org>;
Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose <jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin
<jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis <jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange
<jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton <jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere
<kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah
Muhammad <kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica Masana
<mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson
<peternnri@gmail.com>; Radhika Sharma Gordon >; Rev. Michael Pfleger


>; Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>; Rodney C. Walker
<rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org) <salnurridin@hcionline.org>;
Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves <shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman
<sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll <sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts
<talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley <tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum
<tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles <mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin
<vrivkin@cfhcn.org> 
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing 
 


To:  All NRI providers, advisory committees, and advocates


As indicated in the earlier message, the Senate Appropriations Committee I hearing is
scheduled for Tuesday, March 29th at 4:00pm.  Needless to say, it’s imperative for all of
us to be in attendance and fill the hearing room with our supporters.  It’s up to us to
make the case for N.R.I.  We have to ensure that our elected officials (especially those
on the Senate Appropriations Committee) understand the value and long-term cost
effectiveness of these community based initiatives in building safe communities for
citizens of our state.  It’s also clear that the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative will
become an integral partner in reducing crime, enhancing public safety and building
hope in the lives of disenfranchised youth, families and communities.



mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BARBARA.SHAW

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Toni.Irving

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Malcolm.Weems

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Billy.Ocasio
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NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY INITIATIVE





FACT SHEET





PURPOSE:		 


· PREVENT YOUTH VIOLENCE





				* Intervene/support youth in multiple ways


				* Reduce risk factors


				* Promote protective factors 	 			


			


· BUILD COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO SUPPORT YOUTH


				


  				* Focus efforts in high needs communities (23)


				* Foster community leadership and collaboration 


				* Implement community-based interventions


				* Collect data and evaluate outcomes


				* Provide training and technical assistance


				* Implement accountability measures


			


· PROVIDE JOBS 





				* Over 3,300 part-time jobs for youth and adults


				* Over 130 full-time jobs for program staff 





PROGRAMS:	 


· Mentoring Plus Jobs


· Parent Leadership


· School-Based Counseling


· Reentry Services 


· Safety Net Works Expansion


				


COMMUNITIES:       


· Lead agencies coordinate efforts


· Over 200 funded community partners


· Baseline funding:  $1.3 - $1.5 million per community (20);  


$1 million South Suburbs (3)
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Governor’s Neighborhood 


Recovery Initiative


A Program of the


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority








*














BACKGROUND


			Created by Governor Quinn in Fall, 2010 in response to community requests and at urging of the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission








			Illinois Violence Prevention Authority  assigned to develop and administer the Initiative





			Implemented in 23 Chicago Area Communities with over 200 community partners.

















COMMUNITIES


Albany Park		  Grand Boulevard	           Rogers Park Auburn-Gresham	  Greater Grand Crossing       Roseland


Austin			  Humboldt Park	           South Shore


Brighton Park		  Logan Square	                        West Chicago


East Garfield Park	  North Lawndale                    West Garfield Park Englewood		  Pilsen-Little Village	           Woodlawn


Cicero			  Maywood		           South Suburbs (3)				


              									











PURPOSE    


Reduce risk factors and promote protective factors associated with youth violence through:





			Creation of jobs for community youth, adults and professionals that promote  wellness and healthy behaviors, youth and parent leadership; and healthy, caring, family and community environments.





			Provision of a range of community-based services  that enhance young people's ability to succeed in school, in community and in life.














THEMES


			Build the Capacity of Communities


			Promote Violence Prevention and Wellness


			Implement Program Component Models Consistently in All Sites





 


			Provide Training and Ongoing Technical Assistance to Ensure Quality and Fidelity to Models


			Collect Data and Evaluate Outcomes


			Network and Organize to Promote Sustainability 




















SAMPLE


STRUCTURE

















COMPONENTS


















				Program



Component



				Description







				



Mentoring Plus Jobs



     (MEE Model)



				



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs as peer leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2-3) would be hired part time. 







				Parent Leadership



(MEE Model)



				



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents. 







				School-Based



Counseling



				



Funds community providers to provide school-based early intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students. 







				



Safety Net Works



(SNW)



				



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that do not have it.







				Reentry Programs



				Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional facilities.





















Mentoring Plus Jobs


(24 week program)





			Youth  will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators and will conduct social marketing outreach on wellness, help-seeking, violence prevention and other pro-social, health and safety topics; community resources will be identified and distributed.








			Youth will be supported and guided by trained adult Coordinator/Mentors.








			Outcomes: Youth will report increased connectedness to caring adults,  increase in healthy social, emotional  skills; and increased likelihood of engaging in behaviors that lead to labor force participation.

















Parent Leadership


(12 week program)


			Parents will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators on wellness, self-care,  youth engagement, violence prevention, help-seeking and other topics.





			Outcomes:  parents will report increased:





 social connectedness with other adults; 


 involvement in the lives of their teens, and; 


 capacity to engage other parents about parenting. 











Reentry


			Each community will hire two Case Managers (Reentry Coaches) who will provide or link youth with a range of services, gender-specific where appropriate.





 


			Youth to be served include youth returned or returning from DJJ youth centers and youth 17-24 returning from DOC correctional facilities.








			Desired outcomes include reduction in recidivism; educational/vocational program enrollment, retention, completion; and pro-social engagement. 




















School-Based Counseling


			Each community will hire 3FTE counselors to conduct  trauma and emotional self-regulation evidence-based interventions in school settings.


			Efforts will focus primarily on elementary schools and on high schools that do not currently offer these interventions


			Desired outcomes include reduction in trauma symptoms, increase in social emotional skills, and increase in provider capacity to deliver evidence-based interventions in school settings. 

















Technical Assistance


			Extensive training and technical assistance will be provided to all community partners on:





 





			NRI themes, approaches and cross-cutting issues, such as trauma, wellness approach, etc.





 


			Implementation of the component models





 


			Evidence-based interventions





 


			Required policies and procedures





 


			Use of data system











			ILAACP hosts the NRI Training and Technical Assistance Project











	




























































































































































































Data and Evaluation


			NRI Data System will collect client, service and outcome data across all partner providers in all 23 sites.








			Data system will produce data by community and by component;  reports will be generated at multiple levels for community and project-wide use in program development,  utilization review, quality improvement and outcome measurement.








			Evaluators will perform data analytics, evaluate NRI development and implementation processes, and evaluate impact of NRI on community level outcomes.











 



Program 



Component 



Description 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs 



     (MEE Model) 



 



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs  as peer 



leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and 



support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2 -3) would be hired part time.  



Parent Leadership 



(MEE Model) 



 



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, 



empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as 



community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents.   



School-Based 



Counseling 



 



Funds community providers to provide school-based early 



intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students.  



 



Safety Net Works 



(SNW) 



 



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in 



existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that 



do not have it. 



Reentry Programs Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults 



returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional 



facilities. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



IVPA 



 



 



Lead Agency 



 



School



-



Based Coun



seling 



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Parent Leadership



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program Partner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



IAACP 



 



Technical Assistance and 



Networking Project 



 



 



Reentry



 



 



Coordinating Partner



 



Program P



ar



tner A



 



Program Partner B



 



 



Component



 



Advisory Committees



 



 



 



Program Partner A



 



 



Program Partner B



 










In preparation for the 4:00pm hearing, it is my hope that each of us will be able to
arrive early, meet with our legislators and develop our plans for the hearing.


To this end, I want to invite each of you to a pre-hearing strategy meeting.  The
specifics of the strategy meeting are as follows:


            Date & Time:               Tuesday, March 29, 2011 - 2:00PM


            Location:                      RathSkeller Cafeteria (located in the                                
                             basement of the Illinois State Capitol)


Purpose:                       Strategy session in support of the IVPA      
Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN!  I look forward to seeing each of you at this important
strategy session.


David Whittaker, CAP


--- On Fri, 3/25/11, Howard Lathan wrote:


From: Howard Lathan >
Subject: Fw: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing
To: "david whittaker" < >
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011, 1:42 PM


FYI,
Howard Lathan


----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "Shaw, Barbara" <Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov>
To: Adam M. Alonso <amalonso@corazoncs.org>; Andre Hines <ahines@cfhcn.org>; Angela
Page < ; Angie Lobo >; Anne Barclay
<abarclay@childrenshomeandaid.org>; Aurora Cruz <acruz@gagdc.org>; Camille Odeh
<codeh@swyc.org>; Carlos Heredia <cheredia@swyc.org>; Carlos Nelson
<cnelson@gagdc.org>; Cheyenne Cochrane <cheyenne@twochicago.org>; Cory Mulddon
<cory@onechicago.org>; D. Braxton <dbraxton@hcionline.org>; Dave Lyke <dlyke@apcc-
chgo.org>; David Cassel <dcassel@also-chicago.org>; Dennis Regnier <dregnier@gpsbh.org>;
Don Patterson >; Edgar Ramirez <ramireze@chicagocommons.org>;
Ephraim Eaddy ; Georgette Greenlee-Finney
<georgette@twochicago.org>; Gregory A. Dean Jr. <gdean@hcionline.org>; Harold T. Rice
<hrice@apcc-chgo.org>; Henry English <english@bufi.org>; Howard Lathan


; Izalia Short <Ishort@capsinc.org>; Jaclin Davis
<jdavis@hcionline.org>; Jamie Arteaga <jarteaga@enlacechicago.org>; Jamiko Rose
<jrose@onechicago.org>; Jason Ervin <jervin@maywood-il.org>; Jennifer Artis
<jennifer.artis@ssfhs.org>; Jimi Orange <jorange@childrenshomeandaid.org>; John Holton







<jkholton@betterboys.org>; Kanu Iheukumere <kanui@chicagoareaproject.org>; Kathryn
Saclarides <ksaclarides@enlacechicago.org>; Khaleelah Muhammad
<kmuhammad@ercsabina.org>; Kristin Ogren <kogren@ilaacp.org>; Latonya Lumpkin
<ltlumpkin@betterboys.org>; Lisa M. Labiak <llabiak@gpsbh.org>; Mary Johnson
<mjohnson@corazoncs.org>; Michael Rodriguez <mrodriguez@enlacechicago.org>; Monica
Masana <mmasana@pilsenmh.org>; Paul Naranjo <pnaranjo@pilsenmh.org>; Peter Nicholson


; Radhika Sharma Gordon ; Rev. Michael
Pfleger ; Reverend JLMiller <rev.jlmiller@thejlmcenter.org>;
Rodney C. Walker <rwalker@apcc-chgo.org>; "Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org)"
<salnurridin@hcionline.org>; Sharronne Ward <sward@gpsbh.org>; Shawn Reaves
<shawnreaves@twochicago.org>; Sheryl Holman <sholman@capsinc.org>; Susana Stoll
<sstoll@also-chicago.org>; Talmadge Betts <talmadge@bufi.org>; Teresa Bentley
<tbentley@pilsenmh.org>; Tina Mangrum <tmangrum@maywood-il.org>; Valencia Myles
<mylesv@chicagocommons.org>; Vickie Rivkin <vrivkin@cfhcn.org>
Sent: Thu, March 24, 2011 3:53:37 PM
Subject: Time Change: IVPA Budget Hearing


Greetings, all.  The IVPA Budget hearing scheduled for next Tuesday, March 29th has
been scheduled for 4:00PM, not 10:00 AM as originally scheduled. Please let me know
if you’re planning to attend. 
 
Also, if you can get there before, 4:00, please take the time to visit your legislators and
members of the Appropriations Committee I before the 4:00 hearing.
 
I have attached a brief NRI Fact Sheet which might be helpful as you do your outreach to
legislators.  I’m also sending the PowerPoint slides again in case those would be helpful
too..
 


Below is a link to the members of the Senate Appropriations Committee and another link
for people to find their legislators.


·         Senate Appropriations I Committee


·         Use this link to find your legislators – provide your agency’s address 


 
Thanks to all for your support.



http://ilga.gov/senate/committees/members.asp?CommitteeID=906

http://www.elections.il.gov/DistrictLocator/DistrictOfficialSearchByAddress.aspx










From: Renfro, Emily
To: Callahan, Brie
Cc: Ocasio, Billy
Subject: RE:
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:08:00 AM
Attachments: cover letter (final).docx


Commission Report Final Document (final).docx


Attached is the latest draft of the cover letter and report for the Anti-Violence Commission.
 
-Emily
 
From: Ocasio, Billy 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Callahan, Brie; Renfro, Emily
Subject: Re:
 
No it doesn't. 
Emily can you send Brie the latest version of the report. 
Thanks
 
From: Callahan, Brie 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:01 AM
To: Ocasio, Billy 
Subject: RE: 
 
Thanks!
 
Quick question – does the report cover concealed carry? I haven’t seen it, so not sure what topics
are addressed, recommendations made, etc.
 
BC
 


From: Ocasio, Billy 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 3:53 PM
To: Callahan, Brie
Subject:
 
Brie, just a note to give you my cell number, 
If we do decide to do a press conference, it would have to take place after this week, as our
Chairperson will not be in town.
 
Thank you,
 
Billy Ocasio
Office of Governor Pat Quinn
Senior Advisor
 100 W Randolph St
Suite 16-100



mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EMILY.RENFRO

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bree.Callahan

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Billy.Ocasio
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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Chicago, IL 60601
Tel-312-814-5514
billy.ocasio@illinois.gov
 
 










March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 





















From: Garate, Teresa
To: Renfro, Emily; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:17:17 PM
Attachments: Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


YEAH!!! Made one minor change - now what? Do we bind it? Make copies (we can do that through
IDPH if needed) submit it when? Hand delivery Jack? So many questions...


Billy? What say you?
T


-----Original Message-----
From: Renfro, Emily
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Please see attached.  Let me know how else I can help.


Thanks,
Emily


-----Original Message-----
From: Garate, Teresa
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks


-----Original Message-----
From: Enyia, Chimaobi
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
and the Governor.










March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 





















From: Renfro, Emily
To: Garate, Teresa; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:48:38 PM
Attachments: cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


Please see attached.  Let me know how else I can help.


Thanks,
Emily


-----Original Message-----
From: Garate, Teresa
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks


-----Original Message-----
From: Enyia, Chimaobi
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
and the Governor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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March 25, 2011 



 
Governor Pat Quinn        General Assembly 
Office of the Governor        State Capitol Building 
201 State House         401 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62706        Springfield, IL 62706 
 
 
Dear Governor Quinn & General Assembly: 



On behalf of the “Anti-Violence” Commission, I respectfully submit this report of findings and recommendations.  On 
July 25, 2010, the Commission was formed through executive order to include family members of victims of gun 
violence.  This seventeen member commission was given a charge to gather input, compile information and provide 
recommendations from our unique perspective.  While the Commission took the lead in the development of this work, it 
was supported and informed by several state agencies: the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority, the Department of 
Human Services, Department of Community Health and Prevention, and the Department of Public Health.  The unique 
composition of the Commission was both challenging and beneficial.  Listening to, at times controversial testimony and 
recommendations the Commission worked very hard to remain objective, ask questions and engage the community in 
dialogue that would be productive to our development of this report.   



In order to achieve our purpose, the Commission held four statewide public hearings; two in Chicago, one in Peoria, and 
one in East St. Louis.  Testimony from all of the hearings is available on the Anti-Violence Website created by our 
Commission to inform the public and also gather recommendations and input from the general public.  We had over 200 
individuals participate in all of the hearings and provide both personal experiences as well as recommendations for 
program and policy development.  The recommendations fit into four broad categories of recommendations: 



1. Development of additional employment and vocational education opportunities in challenged communities 
2. Re-design and/or expansion of school & community Programs 
3. Development of alternatives to incarceration  
4. Analysis and update of gun-control legislation 



Our report includes an executive summary that provides a high level explanation of the report and its structure followed 
by an overview and specific recommendations.  We do not include all the verbal and written testimony however it is 
available online through the Anti Violence website, at: www.antiviolence.illinois.gov.  



In order to achieve the targeted actions of these recommendations, we believe that the Commission needs to continue as a 
working body to provide guidance in an advisory role to the Violence Prevention Authority and the Neighborhood 
Recovery Initiative.  We recommend that you extend the existence of the Commission and re-appoint existing members 
that have been involved and additional members to be representative of the state to a term of two years.  The Commission 
can benefit from resources available in the Department of Public Health and should be situated within that agency to 
ensure that the continued work of addressing violence in our state is a goal of the Public Health System. 



We look forward to your thoughts on our recommendations.  We sincerely want to thank you for your unwavering 
commitment to this issue.  We are committed to continuing the work we have started to reduce violence in our great state 
of Illinois. 



Sincerely, 



 



Teresa Garate, Ph.D. 
Commission Chair 

















From: Renfro, Emily
To: Garate, Teresa; Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:48:00 PM
Attachments: cover letter 3-25-11 (2).docx


Commission Report Final Document 3-2011.docx


Please see attached.  Let me know how else I can help.


Thanks,
Emily


-----Original Message-----
From: Garate, Teresa
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Enyia, Chimaobi; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: RE: Final Commission Report


Here is the final version, I made some minor changes


Here is also the letter with my signature on it - someone needs to put in the address and the website -
Emily can you do that?


Emily, can you create a cover for the report with all the commissioners names on it? And also add the
following acknowledgement


The Commissioners of Governor Quinn's Anti-Violence Commission would like to thank the following
individuals for their support in the development and completion of this report:
Billy Ocasio, Senior Advisor to Governor Quinn Emily Renfro, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Chimaobi
Enyia, Governor's Office Dunn Fellow Barbara Shaw, Director, IL Violence Prevention Authority Jack
Cutrone, Director, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority Susan Shin, Executive Assistant, IL
Department of Public Health Socorro DelReal, ??? title Sue Levison, Notary Public


Did I forget anyone??


thanks


-----Original Message-----
From: Enyia, Chimaobi
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:50 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: Final Commission Report


Hi Teresa and Billy,


I hope all is well! At your review we can finalize the commission report for the review of the legislature
and the Governor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report summarizes the recommendations developed by the Anti-Violence Commission based on public testimony at four public hearings listed below, public testimony submitted through the Anti-Violence website, as well as research provided by partner groups, including the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. 


· September 13, 2010, at Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010, at Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010, at the City/County Health Department, Peoria


· October 14, 2010, at the Higher Education Campus, East St. Louis


Several of the recommendations will require the support of commission members as they continue their efforts in smaller working groups and in collaboration with state government partners. Some recommendations relate to policy and legislation, revenue-generating changes to fees, and program development and/or expansion. A number of the recommendations may require additional negotiation and discussion. 


For this reason, the key recommendation is to re-appoint the commission, replacing commissioners who have not been able to participate. Since the original commissioners are Chicago-based, we recommend including people from other parts of the state on the next commission. 


The broad categories considered in this report are:


· Workforce Development


· Expansion of School and Community Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration 


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


For each of these categories, the report includes recommendations, an overview of public comments, and summary information about research and deliberation considered by the commission. Appendices provide an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposals for fee schedules and how expected additional resources might be used.  All public testimony the commission received at the public hearings as well as through the website has been compiled and is available to the public at our website antiviolence.illinois.gov.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please contact the commission through its chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been separated into four broad subject areas.


1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


Recommendations 


• Analyze the labor market to identify critical workforce needs. (For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an increased number of health service providers and public health workers in entry-level positions). 


• Develop non-traditional training programs in high-need areas. The vocational education opportunities should focus on basic skills development and trade instruction.


Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified a significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment opportunities and vocational education. This would require expanding job training programs and opportunities for youth who are not in school and for families living in poverty. There was acknowledgment that many Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and that the dropout rate in some communities is significantly higher than average for certain demographic groups. Some witnesses saw a need for state employees providing direct services to communities in need to be available outside of normal business hours.


The commission will work with state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to realistically assess the skills and educational level of referred youth and young adults to determine where they should be placed in terms of direct employment, training or continuing education opportunities.

















2. EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


Recommendation


The commission recommends evaluating expansion of NRI throughout the state. 


Early on, the commission recommended four strategies to prevent youth violence: 


· Job creation and job-training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families.


· Investment in alternative education and/or support programs for school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out.


· Increased social and emotional support through individual and family counseling.


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


In response to these recommendations, the Governor’s Office developed the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI), a program managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA). The commission provided NRI with input about school-based counseling and youth programs and will continue to advise the authority on management of NRI. 


The commission will provide advice and guidance to the Governor’s Office regarding evaluation, continuation and potential expansion of NRI. Smaller working groups within the commission will “adopt” local communities where NRI is in place, providing input and guidance, observing the progress of implementation, and participating in existing local advisory committees. 


Alternative Education Programs


Recommendation


The commission recommends allocating resources to expand performance-based alternative education programs for youth.


There was a significant amount of testimony about the importance of education and the role of schools in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior. Participants at the public hearings spoke passionately about the need to re-focus resources on after-school programs, extend hours for schools and park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for adolescents not enrolled in school. The commissioners saw a need to strategically allocate resources to programs from early childhood through higher education. They believe it is critical to partner with state agencies to explore expanding alternative education programs such as charter schools, online education, vocational training and skills-based education for older youth who are at risk of not finishing their education. The commissioners noted that these youth are statistically more prone to engage in illegal activity. 


A working group of commissioners will engage with the Illinois State Board of Education, school districts in Chicago, East St. Louis and Peoria, (as an initial group of districts) and Alternative Education Partners, including but not limited to the Alternative School Network and the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing alternative education programs. This working group will complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current programs. Based on information from the gap analysis, it will make recommendations to expand and/or develop alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging school-age youth who are not in school or at risk for dropping out. Following the gap analysis, the commission will recommend effective state and national performance-based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois. Differentiated interventions will address the educational needs of youth according to their age and the number of years they have been out of school. (For example, the goal for youth under 15 will be to remain or re-enroll in school; for youth ages 16-18 the goal will be to complete assessment of skill gaps and pursue alternative education; and the goal for youth older than 18 will be to develop a plan to complete high school while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a setting such as community college.) 


Statewide Mentoring Program


Recommendations


Develop a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years. The program would provide expanded opportunities for at-risk youth and families to benefit from local mentors who can serve as role models, advisors, tutors and/or advocates. 


Developing the program requires the following steps:


· Conduct an assessment/inventory of all state-supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region


· Partner with institutions of higher education to:


· Identify promising, evidence-based mentoring program models 


· Develop a mentor training program


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives such as student loan rebates and practicum hours toward course completion for students serving as mentors


· Develop a statewide outreach and education campaign


· Develop pilot programs in targeted locations (two each in Chicago/northern Illinois, central Illinois and southern Illinois) that could be expanded statewide


· Identify or establish an office to coordinate the statewide mentoring program by:


· Managing referrals for mentors needed


· Promoting existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new programs


· Establishing supports within state universities and community colleges for mentor recruitment and capacity building


· Matching youth to mentors


· Providing technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate the program


There was a substantial amount of testimony about mentoring as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth as well as parents. Mentoring has been documented as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner-city environments and is regarded as a best practice, at least when the mentoring relationship produces specific, concrete outcomes.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys, and Weitlauf, 2001.] 



Additional comments focused on the need to increase the number of positive role models in local communities, provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and provide incentives for young adults to become mentors. State agencies, local partners and community-based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs. However, the long-term impact of these programs is not well understood, and it is difficult to identify those that are most effective for various types of youth. Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and encountering limited information and access.

















3. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION


Recommendations


The commission recommends reducing sentencing for first-time offenders; re-assessing sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; providing incentives for offenders to enroll in drug rehabilitation programs; and fully implementing “Redeploy Illinois,” a pilot program of the Illinois Department of Human Services that gives counties financial support to provide comprehensive, community-based services to delinquent youth ages 13-18 who might otherwise be sent to jail. 


The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislative language regarding first-time offenders and juvenile offenders. The commission will work with the Risk, Assets and Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool to assess offenders at all points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Commissioners will promote the tool by speaking about it publicly and distributing information through multiple state agencies and the Anti-Violence Commission website. We also recommend a 10 percent expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenders, including first-time offenders.


While the current system is geared toward incarceration, testimony and statistical research indicated that most youth offenders do not need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities, and may actually increase the chances that a given youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. 


Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense, but also the risk that a given youth would commit the same offense again and whether the youth would benefit from services and relationships that provide alternatives to further criminal behavior. Confining youth who commit low-level crimes is detrimental to communities, costly for the state of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  Models For Change, Inc.] 






4. ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Firearm Owner’s Identification Program and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program


Recommendations 


The state should adopt three legislative measures to enhance Firearm Owner’s Identification program (FOID), Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), and improve monitoring the sale of ammunition:


1) Develop legislation that will require renewing FOID cards every five years rather than every ten years, as is currently the case and increase the FOID fee to $20.00 for a five- year period. 


This change is in line with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recommendations and will allow for more up-to-date checks on FOID cardholders. Fees would increase and 50% would continue to be divided between Illinois State Police (ISP) and the Department of Natural Resources as they are now for the management of the program.  The remaining 50% would be used to update the data infrastructure required for the exchange of Mental Health Records between ISP and the DHS Division of Mental Health (DMH).   The commission calls for automating the process by which ISP obtains daily lists of potential matches from the DMH mental health database. A commission subgroup will work with ISP and DMH to develop policies and procedures that improve information exchange between the two agencies. 


2) Amend FTIP in two ways: increasing the current fee to transfer firearms from $2 to $20, to bring it in line with charges in other states; and requiring that private owners and dealers pay a transfer fee whenever private firearm transfers occur. (Currently, the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.)


We recommend that 50 percent of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI; discussed below) in the Chicago area and other target areas of Illinois. We recommend that 10 percent of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by a state agency. Lastly, we recommend using 10 percent of the revenue to expand community-based youth services, including a statewide mentoring program that was described in the section above. The remaining additional revenue should be used to cover ISP expenses for managing the program and maintaining the system. 


(Detailed fee scenarios, potential revenue generated, and explanations for the proposed changes to FTIP and FOID can be found in Appendices IV and V respectively.) 


3) Require vendors to request that customers produce a valid FOID card before completing ammunition sales. We also recommend a 3 percent surcharge on sales of ammunition. Revenue from this surcharge will be used to maintain performance-based community programs (see below).


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manages the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP). Commissioners and public witnesses viewed FOID as a key element in ensuring that only law-abiding citizens in good mental health can obtain FOID cards and own firearms. In addition, the commission noted that one source of illegal weapons is citizens with FOID cards who transfer guns to other people. Transfer of ownership is managed by FTIP, a related program. 


Testimony about gun violence repeatedly pointed to the need to update the current system in several areas, including the data system that enables ISP to exchange information with other state agencies such as the Department of Human Services’ Division of Mental Health (DMH). Public hearing participants and commissioners suggested that enhanced information sharing between ISP and DMH would expedite the background checks conducted on individuals applying for a FOID card. There were suggestions to raise FTIP fees, which currently are much lower than the national average. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended adjusting the FOID card renewal period from ten years to five years. 


Another area of scrutiny was the sale of ammunition. Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition, and no limits on the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase. Vendors are not required to ask for a FOID card or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


Local Ordinances


Recommendation


Cities with high crime rates should adopt ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning and registering firearms, using the Chicago ordinance as a model. 


State law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county with its own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and use to ISP. There are currently 38 Illinois municipalities with their own firearm ordinances. The City of Chicago, which has one of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns. 


Commissioners will travel throughout the state to meet with local officials, analyze local ordinances and make recommendations for changes. Initial targeted cities include Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis and Peoria. The commission also will seek support from the Latino Family Commission and the African-American Family Commission in this effort.

































































APPENDIX


I. Summary of Commission Meetings


			Recommendation


			Action


			Results





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand Commission membership;


			Raise awareness about the importance of violence prevention in our State





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule;


Increase renewal schedule;


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Additional revenue generated for use by ISP, DNR, & Commission program funding





			Evaluation of Monitoring of NRI


			Serve as an advisory role in NRI


			Aid & enhance NRI success








			Alternative Education Program


			Create education workgroup within Commission;


Workgroup perform gap-analysis


			Expansion & refocus of alternative education program  models 





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create & develop program within state agency;


Develop statewide outreach & education campaign


			Expand opportunities for benefit of youth and families at risk 





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles;


Fully implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Expand mandated day programs for drug offenses by 10%;


Partnership & promotion with RANA


			Decrease costs for the State; Decrease crime; 


Provide rehabilitation for juveniles that address the root of the problem














			Workforce Development


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership & assessment


			Expand job training programs & opportunities for out-of-school youth and poverty-stricken families

















II. Proposed Timeline


			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































III. Executive Order[image: ]


[image: ]


IV. FOID Revenue Projections


The Firearm Owners’ Identification (FOID) Act, 430 ILCS, 65/1, was enacted in 1968 to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the public and to establish a system that identified persons who are prohibited from acquiring or possessing firearms or ammunition.  The result was a practical and workable system by which law enforcement authorities are afforded an opportunity to identify those persons who are prohibited.   All residents of the state of Illinois who wish to possess firearms or firearm ammunition must possess a valid FOID card.


Although the term for which a FOID card is valid increased from five years to ten years in 2008, and the fee changed from $5 to $10, ultimately, the fee has remained the same for over 40 years, $1 per year.  In addition, the distribution of the funds collected has only slightly changed.  Sixty percent of the fee goes to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), thirty percent goes to support the FOID Program and ten percent is allocated to the State Police Services Fund for the Firearms Inquiry Transfer Program (FTIP).  Prior to the establishment of the ten-year card, the ten percent that now goes to FTIP went to General Revenue.  As a result of the ongoing small fee and the thirty percent allocation to the FOID Program, the Program has had to depend on the use of General Revenue funds and has not had the funds available to replace its computer system, which is over 40 years old.  The legacy system is inefficient, is at risk of failure, and does not allow the Illinois State Police to address firearm-related legislative mandates.


The table below shows anticipated revenue from FOID applications over the next nine years and the breakdown of the allocation of funds. Revenue per year varies significantly due to the change from a five-year card to a ten-year card in 2008. The estimated number of FOID applications is based on the total estimate from card renewals and new applications.  From FY14-FY17, there will be no FOID card renewals.


			Proposed FOID Fee Analysis





			Current:  10-Year FOID Card - $20


			No Change to Legislation or Fee





			 


			# of Applications1


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY18


			222,000


			$20 


			$1,332,000 


			$444,000 


			$2,664,000 


			$4,440,000 





			FY19


			370,000


			$20 


			$2,220,000 


			$740,000 


			$4,440,000 


			$7,400,000 





			FY20


			340,000


			$20 


			$2,040,000 


			$680,000 


			$4,080,000 


			$6,800,000 








The second table reflects anticipated revenue that could result from changing the FOID card back to a five-year card. Due to completing the cycle of ten-year cards already approved, no additional revenues would be realized until FY17 (years without a revenue increase are shaded).  The revenue breakdown reflects the current allocation of application fees.


			5-Year FOID Card - $20


			 


			Revenue FY12-FY16 same as 10-Year Card





			 


			# of Applications


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID $3/App.


			ISP-FTIP $1/App.2


			IDNR        $6/App.


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			275,000


			$20 


			$1,650,000 


			$550,000 


			$3,300,000 


			$5,500,000 





			FY13


			170,000


			$20 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$20 


			$360,000 


			$120,000 


			$720,000 


			$1,200,000 





			FY173


			335,000


			$20 


			$2,010,000 


			$670,000 


			$4,020,000 


			$6,700,000 





			FY18


			392,000


			$20 


			$2,352,000 


			$784,000 


			$4,704,000 


			$7,840,000 





			FY19


			430,000


			$20 


			$2,580,000 


			$860,000 


			$5,160,000 


			$8,600,000 





			FY20


			400,000


			$20 


			$2,400,000 


			$800,000 


			$4,800,000 


			$8,000,000 





			1Estimates based number of renewals + new applications.


			


			 





			2If there is an increase in the FTIP fee the $1 from the FOID card fee that currently supports





			      FTIP can be re-allocated to FOID or for other purposes.


			


			 





			3New 5-year cycle. (Renewals from new 5-year cycle and renewals from 10-year cycle)











For comparison, in 2010 a hunting license with the required habitat stamp costs $13.00. If you added a deer permit, the total cost is $28 for one year.  A FOID card costs $10 for ten years; a cost of $1 for one year.  In addition, $.60 of that dollar is allocated to DNR.   


V.  FTIP Revenue Projections


The Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) was mandated by the FOID Act (430 ILCS 65/3.1) in 1992. The Program requires that the Illinois State Police (ISP) receive and respond to inquiries from Illinois-based federally-licensed firearm (FFL) dealers who are required by the federal government to have a background check run on individuals attempting to purchase firearms. In conducting the transfer inquiry, the ISP initiates and completes an automated search of its criminal history record information files and those of the FBI for information that would disqualify a person.  The Firearm Owner’s Identification (FOID) and FTIP Programs both complement and depend upon each other in delivering quality efficient public safety to Illinois citizens.  The constant criminal history and other prohibitor background work performed by FOID that determines eligibility increases the accuracy as well as significantly expedite responses to firearms inquiries from FFLs as to denial or approval.   


The following is a fiscal analysis of implementing an increase in the fee charged to the FFL per FTIP inquiry (multiple same-day gun purchases require only one $2 fee).  The FTIP fee has not been increased in the history of the Program; however, estimates by ISP indicate that the actual cost of processing an FTIP inquiry is $5, based on an estimated 225,000 transfer inquires per year (fewer inquires increase the cost of each inquiry).  The table below reflects the impact of a range of fee increases to support of the FTIP Program and, in addition, generate revenue that can assist in the funding for various anti-violence programs.


			Annual Revenue from Federally-licensed Firearm Dealer Transactions





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from FTIP Fee


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			225,000


			$5 


			$1,125,000 


			$1,125,000


			$0 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			$1,125,000


			$1,125,000 





			225,000


			$15 


			$3,375,000 


			$1,125,000


			$2,250,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			$1,125,000


			$3,375,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			Annual Revenue from Private Firearm Transactions


			 


			 


			 





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee Options2


			Revenue from Private Sales


			$5/Transfer for FTIP Support


			Revenue for Other Anti-Violence Purposes





			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			N/A


			N/A





			260,000


			$5 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$0 





			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$1,300,000 





			260,000


			$15 


			$3,900,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$2,600,000 





			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$1,300,000 


			$3,900,000 





			


			


			 


			 


			 





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a small decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.











			


			


			


			


			





			Annual Firearm Transfer Inquires


			


			





			FTIP Inquiries/Year 2005-2010


			 


			 





			Year


			# of Transactions


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			











It is important to note that currently $1 of the $10 FOID card fee is legislatively-allocated to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.  If the FTIP fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from each FOID application could be redirected to the FOID Program. In that case, additional changes would be required to the FOID Act to identify the new allocation of funds. 


Other States


The current $2 fee per firearm transfer request is the same as when the Program was implemented in 1998.  In comparison, the fee is significantly lower than most other FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) point-of-contact states.  Only two states, Colorado and Connecticut, charge less than Illinois. Two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, charge $2; however, Virginia charges nonresidents $5.  Florida charges $5 per transaction.  The remaining states charge from $7.50, $10, $15, $19, or $25, with the highest fees, $25, charged by Nevada.


Start-Up Costs and Effort for Private Sales through an FFL


Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-license firearm dealer (FFL) would require legislation, start-up costs and additional FTIP personnel; however, no additional fee increase.  The $5 fee per transaction should cover those costs.  Should legislation be passed that requires all non-FFL firearm purchases  receive a background check by going through an FFL, time will be needed to develop and implement a system to handle this new mandate, as well as to educate the FFLs and the public.  This requirement could be a significant effort by FFLS, which should be taken into consideration when determining the fee that the FFLs can require for private sale transactions they handle.  In addition, the effort would need to be coordinated with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).


Note:  The FFLs pass the FTIP fee on to the customers; often, with an additional increase for the FFL.
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